THE PICTURE SPECIALIST FOR MEMORIAL
TAPE FASTENER INFORMATION AND INSTALLATION
The 3M VHB tape fastener system
The 3M VHB tape fastener system must be installed on a clean, flat
surface which is free of debris and any greasy substance. Installation
must be performed at temperatures above 32°F (0°C).
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How to clean surfaces
Final cleaning must always be with a mixture of 50% water and 50%
rubbing alcohol (isopropyl). Do not use anything else for final cleaning before applying tape. Do not use dirty rags and commercial
cleaners (e.g.,“Windex” Cleaner).
Where heavy grease, oil or dirt is present, use a de-greasing solvent.
3M Citrus Cleaner, Mineral Spirits, or Naphtha with a scrub pad are
good options. All solvents will leave behind a slight film; therefore,
final cleaning must always be with 50/50 water and rubbing alcohol.
Wipe dry with a clean cloth or paper towel.
How to install portraits and frames with tape
Our products are shipped to you ready to install (look for the word
TAPE written on the back). Simply remove the release liner and
install on the monument, making sure you apply a moderate
pressure to the portrait for approximately two minutes. All portraits
5” x 7” or larger, as well as frames and covers, are shipped with
a special primer.
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JADCO FASTENER INSTALLATION
A favorite among memorialists for generations, the JadcoTM fastener is
a quick, easy and inexpensive method for securely fastening your
Dedo ClassicTM.
How to install a Dedo Classic using the Jadco fastener
1. Trace outline of portrait on monument;
2. Drill hole 3/8” wide and 3/4” deep at 7/8” above center on vertical
or 7/8” to left of center on horizontal portraits (figure A);
3. Place fastener in hole and expand with pellets;
4. Slide portrait upward (for vertical) or to the left (for horizontal)
with your palm until tang locks in position as per figure B.
We also offer a threaded Jadco(tm) (5/16” wide by 2” long for
bolt-through applications.
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How to remove a Dedo Classic using the Jadco fastener
For removal from Jadco(tm) fastener, slide a hacksaw halway up
behind the center of the portrait. Do not lift the portrait more than
the tickness of the blade. A click will indicate that the tang has been
depressed, at which point you may lower the portrait
(please see figure C).
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